Digital Art by teamLab
we are the

Body Immersive
Wander through the Crystal Universe
Drawing on the Water Surface
Created by the Dance of Koi and People - Infinity

人と共に踊る鯉によって描かれる水面のドローイング - Infinity
Scene I: HARMONY, Japan Pavilion
Expo Milano 2015
Light Chords
we are the future…

Light Vortex
we are the future...

Light Cave
Synchronizing and Transforming Space - teamLabBall
Transcending Boundaries
- Removing the Boundaries Between Artworks -
teamLab
Transcending Boundaries
25 January – 11 March 2017
PACE LONDON
Flowers Bloom in an Infinite Universe inside a Teacup
Worlds Unleashed and then Connecting - SAGAYA

世界各地は解放され、そして続けていく - SAGAYA
Relationships Among People

- Changing the Relationships Among People: Making the Presence of Others a Positive Experience -
we are the future…
we are the future...

we are the future…!
we are the future…!
Collaborative Creation: “Co-Creation”
we are the
future…
we are the future
we are the

Digitized Nature
A Forest where Gods Live

presented by SHISEIDO

Kyushu Saga Takeo Mifuneyama Rakuen
July 14th – October 29th, 2017
Digitized City
What a Loving, and Beautiful World
- ArtScience Museum
we are the future…
Exhibition title:
teamLab : Au-delà des limites

Information:
May 15 - Sep 02, 2018
at La Grande Halle De La Villette, Paris, France
Exhibition title:
MORI Building DIGITAL ART MUSEUM
teamLab Borderless

Information:
June 21 - 2018
at Odaiba, Tokyo, Japan
Thank you very much!